TOUGH & READY COLLECTION.
Kia SUVs are built for people like you. The ones who work smarter, try harder, and relentlessly chase their dreams. It’s why we’re constantly driven to innovate. Sweat every detail. And never settle for less.

WE BELIEVE YOU DESERVE THE HIGHEST QUALITY.

When you’re out there going for it, we believe nothing should slow you down. This collection of tough and ready SUVs is meticulously crafted for all who share our unwavering spirit. Those brave few who are ready to step up. Stand out. And say yes to life’s journey, wherever it leads.

TIME FOR YOU TO GET TO AMAZING.

#1 LONG-TERM DEFENDABILITY
AMONG MASS MARKET BRANDS®

†2022 TELLURIDE SX WITH PRESTIGE AND NIGHTFALL EDITION PACKAGES SHOWN ON COVER. 2022 SELTOS SX AWD. SEE INSIDE BACK COVER FOR ENDNOTES.
If you want the confidence to tackle even the most challenging terrain — look no further. The Kia SUV lineup has torque-vectoring all-wheel drive systems3 available on many models, including: Telluride, Seltos, and Sorento.

In a Kia SUV, you’ll have the confidence to take on all of your travels. The turbocharged engine options available on a wide range of Kia SUVs give you the horsepower and torque to command the road — no matter where it leads.

Bringing the big toys is no sweat in a Kia. Telluride is rated for up to 5,000 lbs. of pure towing power.4 In the Carnival MPV and Sorento, you can pull up to 3,500 lbs.4 And you’ll get maximum towing capacities of 2,000 lbs. in Sportage and Sorento Hybrid. 4
2022 TELLURIDE

COMMANDING PRESENCE.
In Telluride — Kia’s largest SUV — you won’t go unnoticed. The look combines the angles of a true off-roader with the refined curves of modern design. Add in details like the expansive grille, chrome trim accents, and available black alloy wheels, and Telluride is impossible to ignore.

OFF ROAD, ON POINT.
Got some challenging road conditions ahead? Perfect. Telluride’s active all-wheel drive system continually adjusts power distribution to the wheels for increased traction.3 And when things get tricky, you can use available AWD Lock Mode to give you full-time all-wheel drive at the push of a button. Now, you can stare down the toughest trails with confidence.

POWER WITH POISE.
It comes standard on Telluride. Each model is equipped with a 291-horsepower 3.8L V6 engine, paired with an 8-speed automatic transmission, that allows you to accelerate easily and pass with confidence.

STYLED TO STEAL THE SCENERY.
2022 TELLURIDE NIGHTFALL EDITION
DARING, DISTINCTIVE AND IRRESISTIBLE.

What do you get in the 2022 Telluride Nightfall Edition?
Exactly what you desire. Black-finish grille, black roof rails, black skid plates, and black 20" alloy wheels with black center caps. It’s all the finer points, all in black.

EVERYTHING AND MORE.
In addition to the exclusive black design cues, Telluride Nightfall Edition still brings all the elements of a true SUV. Powerful capability. Advanced features. Endless versatility. It’s what has made Telluride a multi-award winner, and it’s why you’ll enjoy every adventure.

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE ATTITUDE.
EXPLORE NEW TERRITORY.

TAILORED TO

EXPLORE NEW TERRITORY.

TAILOR TO EXPLORE NEW TERRITORY.

LEAVES YOU TO YOUR OWN DEVICES. Whether you’re headed across town or cross-country, Telluride keeps you connected. Standard Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ allow you to easily access music, messages, and navigation. When your battery runs low, you can get up to 87 cu. ft. of cargo space with a dual-level cargo floor to keep items secure and out of view.

ROOM FOR ROAMING. Whatever pours bringing on the journey, Telluride can accommodate. The cabin onconfig its reclined seat to eight or be equipped with available one-touch slide and fold 2nd-row captain’s chairs to hold up to seven adults. Either way, you’ll get up to 187 cu. ft. of cargo space with a dual-level cargo floor to keep items secure and out of sight.
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2022 TELLURIDE

TAILORED TO EXPLORE NEW TERRITORY.

LEAVES YOU TO YOUR OWN DEVICES. Whether you’re headed across town or cross-country, Telluride keeps you connected. Standard Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ allow you to easily access music, messages, and navigation. When your battery runs low, you can get up to 87 cu. ft. of cargo space with a dual-level cargo floor to keep items secure and out of view.

ROOM FOR ROAMING. Whatever pours bringing on the journey, Telluride can accommodate. The cabin onconfig its reclined seat to eight or be equipped with available one-touch slide and fold 2nd-row captain’s chairs to hold up to seven adults. Either way, you’ll get up to 187 cu. ft. of cargo space with a dual-level cargo floor to keep items secure and out of sight.

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT INCLUDES:

The 2022 Telluride SX with Prestige Package. Imagine it. You nestle into the ultra-soft Nappa leather-trimmed seats. Then fine tune the automatic dual-zone climate control, and heated and ventilated seats. As the Head Up Display leaves you fine tune the automatic dual-zone climate control, and heated and ventilated seats. As the Head Up Display
Every great character has their unique way to travel. Yours is the 2022 Kia Sorento. The standout styling, anchored by bold LED lights and muscular lines, combined with powerful capability make it the perfect companion for filling in the pages of your autobiography.

IT’S QUITE THE CLEFFHANGER.
Sorento will keep you feeling confident even on the edge of your seat. The available adaptive all-wheel drive continually monitors road conditions and adjusts power to the wheels to enhance traction. Plus, it includes torque-vectoring control which automatically applies braking force to the front and rear inside wheels to give you better stability.

AWE-INSPIRING TECH.
Would you believe it if we told you the available driver assistance technology on the Sorento could give you a bird’s-eye view of your vehicle? How about helping hit the brakes if you’re close to backing into something? And there’s no way it could show you what’s in your blind spot, right? Believe it. Sorento’s advanced tech does all this, and a whole lot more.
FULL OF CHARACTER.

2022 SORENTO X-LINE SX PRESTIGE.

and up to eight USB charging ports located in all rows, 2–5, 7–9, 11, 13–15, 17, 19, 20 See inside back cover for endnotes.

STAY CONNECTED.

2022 SORENTO CONNECTED.

ROOM FOR THE WHOLE CREW.

The best adventures are shared with others. If it’s only Sorento comes standard with three rows and seating for up to seven adults — or choose six seats with available 2nd-row reclining captain’s chairs that slide forward of a touch. And if you get cargo on hand, the Smart Power Liftgate will automatically open as you approach with Smart Key in your pocket or bag.

COMFORTABLE SURROUNDINGS.

Even in unfamiliar territory, you’ll feel at home in Sorento. The available embossed leather seat trim is soft enough to put you at ease. Don’t let that fool you. The high-quality stitching is designed to stand up to years of exploring. For year-round travels, Sorento. The available embossed leather seat trim is designed to stand up to years of exploring. For year-round travels, Sorento.

MUST HAVE FEATURES.

- LED Position Lamp
- 6 USB chargers
- Auto-on/-off headlights
- Parking Distance Warning — Reverse
- Safe Exit Assist
- Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist
- Lane Following Assist
- Lane Keeping Assist
- Rear Occu
UNSTOPPABLE EFFICIENCY.
Sorento Turbo Hybrid’s powertrain utilizes a combination of an electric motor and turbocharged gas engine to help extend time between fill-ups. We’re talking an estimated total range of 655 miles. That means you’re getting an EPA-estimated 37 mpg combined. It’s the only 3-row SUV on the market that can give you that many miles per gallon.

YOU HAVE THE POWER.
There’s a misconception that hybrids don’t deliver great performance. Sorento is here to dispel that rumor. The turbocharged hybrid powertrain kicks out 227 horsepower and 258 lb.-ft. of torque, so you’ll have all the punch you need out there.

HELP ALONG THE WAY.
In Sorento, you know you’ve got some of the most advanced systems helping you reach your destination confidently. The suite of standard driver assistance features includes technology that can help you avoid forward collisions, keep you centered in your lane, and detect oncoming vehicles while turning through an intersection.

TAKE THE HYBRID HIGH ROAD.
THE PERFECT PLACE TO GET AWAY.

MODERN SANCTUARY.
In an interior this advanced and comfortable, you can’t help but relax. Wireless technology like Apple CarPlay®, Android Auto™ and smartphone charging make staying connected seamless. While the soft and durable SynTex seating material makes you feel right at home.

GO BEHIND THE SCENES.
Want to see your Sorento Hybrid at work? You can. Through the standard 8” touch screen display, you can monitor the flow of energy from the engine, motor, battery, and regenerative braking in real time. Plus, you’ll have quick and easy access to all of your infotainment and comfort controls.

COLORS

SILKY SILVER (ALL TRIMS)

STEEL GRAY (ALL TRIMS)

PLATINUM GRAPHITE (ALL TRIMS)

SILK SILVER (ALL TRIMS)

STARRY SILVER (ALL TRIMS)

ULTRAMARINE BLUE (ALL TRIMS)

SNOW WHITE PEARL (ALL TRIMS)

Actual colors may vary if the pre-ordered brochure. See your authorized Kia Hybrid for interior combinations.

SPECS

5 TURBO HYBRID HIGHLIGHTED CONTENT INCLUDES:
1.6L turbocharged GDI hybrid powertrain
10.25” touch screen w/Navigation & SiriusXM®
227 horsepower w/258 lb.-ft. of torque
6-speed automatic transmission w/Shift-by-Wire
Drive Mode Select system
Electronic Parking Brake
Brake Autohold
2,000-lb. towing capacity
17” machined-finish aero-style wheels
LED multi-reflector headlights
LED Position Lamp
Auto-on/-off headlights
Heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding exterior mirrors
Satin-chrome window surrounds
3-row, 6-person SynTex seating (2/2/2 configuration)
2nd-row captain’s chairs
10-way power driver’s seat, including 2-way power lumbar support
Apple CarPlay®, Android Auto™
1-touch slide & fold 2nd-row seats
Remote-folding 2nd-row seats (from cargo area)
Heated front seats
6 speakers
8 USB chargers
2 12V power outlets
Push Button Start w/Smart Key & Remote Start from key fob
4.2” color Supervision meter cluster
Dual-zone automatic temperature control w/auto defogger
Premium seatback panel, driver & front passenger (including dual USB chargers)
Immobilizer
3-spoke leather-wrapped steering wheel
Leather-wrapped shift knob
7 airbags
Hill-start Assist Control
Downhill Brake Control
Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist — Rear & Parallel Exit
Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist
Safe Exit Assist
Parking Distance Warning — Reverse w/off switch
Power child locks
Lane Keeping Assist
Lane Following Assist
Driver Attention Warning
Front bumper w/gloss black airblade
Hyper Silver skid plates
Rear bumper w/Hyper Silver dual muffler garnish
Satin-chrome window surrounds, fender signature, low-profile roof rails & signature C-pillar Dorsal Fin
Matte black wheel arch cladding, side sills, door cladding, rear spoiler finish & grille surround
Body-color exterior mirror caps
EX TURBO HYBRID INCLUDES CONTENT OF 5 TURBO HYBRID, PLUS:
Front LED fog lights
Smart Power Liftgate, height adjustable
Gloss black rear spoiler finish
Satin-chrome & gloss black grille surround
Wireless phone charger pad
Navigation-based Smart Cruise Control w/Stop & Go (full range)
Enhanced Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) — Includes cyclist detection & junction turning
Parking Distance Warning — Forward & Reverse

OPTIONS & PACKAGES

Panoramic Sunroof Package, EX only:
Full-length one-touch panoramic sunroof w/sliding sunshade & full LED interior lighting
AWD Package:
Includes center-locking differential & Drive Mode Select 4WD & Sport Mode, 20” alloy wheels
BOLD LOOKS FOR EVERY SEASON.

WANDERERS WANTED.
Life’s journey is full of twists and turns. In Seltos, you’ll revel in every one of them. This small SUV delivers on the style, capability, and technology you crave in all the right ways. Your next great adventure is waiting for you. Seltos is the perfect vehicle to get you there.

STAND OUT IN ANY SETTING.
Seltos delivers a bold look that’s all its own. The strong stance, striking available LED lights, and stunning 17” machined-finish alloy wheels are sure to capture some glances. And the two-tone color options? Well, that’ll just spark their envy.

CAPABILITY THAT’S WEATHER-RESISTANT.
Never fear the forecast. Seltos has available features like torque-vectoring all-wheel drive3 and a turbocharged engine to confidently power you through tough conditions.
2022 SELTOS

READY FOR THE BIG SCREEN.

Seltos’ cockpit is anchored by a massive available 10.25” touchscreen that’s capable of displaying multiple functions simultaneously. So, you can check the weather without losing sight of your navigation* and music streaming through Apple CarPlay® or Android Auto.™

THESE GENIUS IN SIMPLICITY.

Technology can sometimes create a distraction. Seltos was designed to provide a simple, intuitive experience. From the layout of the dashboard controls to the seamless ways the available driver assistance technology™ operates — it all makes you feel as comfortable as possible behind the wheel.

THIS SIZE FITS ALL.

Don’t let its stature fool you. Seltos has the space. Specifically, you can load 42.8 cu. ft. of cargo behind the first row, and 26.6 cu. ft. of cargo behind the 2nd row. And when the rear seats are up, your 2nd-row passengers will be able to recline and relax.

2022 SELTOS

INNER BEAUTY GOES ALL OUT.

SIGHT OF YOUR NAVIGATION AND MUSIC STREAMING THROUGH APPLE CARPLAY® OR ANDROID AUTO. ™

THE SEVEN-SIZE GENIUS IN SIMPLICITY.
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2021 SPORTAGE
AN SUV TRULY BORN TO EXPLORE.

2021 SPORTAGE SX TURBO AWD. 2
See inside back cover for endnotes.

AN SUV TRULY BORN TO EXPLORE.

TRAIL-TUNED PERFORMANCE.
Most days, you won’t have to crawl over rocks, take on steep inclines, power through sand, or plow through snow. But it’s nice to know you can. And when the day does arrive, you’ll have the confidence that comes with available capability features like torque-vectoring all-wheel drive, multiple drive modes, and a 237-horsepower turbocharged engine.

LOOKS TO MATCH.
One glance at Sportage, and you know it’s an SUV that can do it all. The aggressive hood lines, sweeping LED headlights, and eye-catching chrome accents radiate across the aerodynamic and rugged profile. The rear features full-width tail lights, and the design is completed by the unique wheels found on each trim.

A BEAUTY IN NIGHTFALL.

OUTFITTED FOR THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED.

A BEAUTY IN NIGHTFALL.
FEATURE-PACKED AND READY TO GO.

OPEN-AIR FEEL:
Inside Sportage, the available panoramic sunroof and ribbed window gives you a view of the world and a breeze. Want to have individual controls for you and your front passenger? Sportage has available dual-zone automatic temperature control and available ventilated front seats to keep you both in your comfort zone.

DRIVER-CENTRIC DESIGN:
Sportage was crafted to accommodate your every need. The angled console makes interacting with the center stack easier. The angled console makes interacting with the center stack easier. And with the optional panoramic sunroof, you can access the open-air feeling in the driver's seat.

FULLY INTEGRATED:
Sportage and your smartphone will work in perfect harmony. If equipped with UVO Link, you can use the app to remotely set your vehicle’s cabin temperature,12 set custom points of interest, and get directions back to your destination.12 Set custom points of interest, and get directions back to your destination.

OPTIONS & PACKAGES

 broader coverage of the road, detecting blind spots and alerting the driver if another vehicle is in proximity.15

Hybrid Plug-In in all trims.

Nightfall Edition: 18” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels and Piano Black finishes on exterior mirrors, door moldings, black badging, black satin window surround and Piano Black fog lights.

Popular Package: 20” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels, Black front & rear skid plates, Piano Black side sill garnish, Piano Black fog lights, 18” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels.


Popular Package: 20” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels, Black front & rear skid plates, Piano Black side sill garnish, Piano Black fog lights, 18” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels.


Popular Package: 20” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels, Black front & rear skid plates, Piano Black side sill garnish, Piano Black fog lights, 18” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels.


Popular Package: 20” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels, Black front & rear skid plates, Piano Black side sill garnish, Piano Black fog lights, 18” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels.


Popular Package: 20” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels, Black front & rear skid plates, Piano Black side sill garnish, Piano Black fog lights, 18” dark gray machined-finish alloy wheels.

A SOUL MADE FOR YOU.
Whatever you’re after, Soul delivers. Choose from a wide range of models, including the off-road-inspired Soul X-Line and the 201-horsepower Soul Turbo, for one that’s sure to fit your exact taste. And no matter which one you choose, you know you’re getting the signature Soul style that sets it apart from all others.

HEIGHT THAT’S JUST RIGHT.
Higher than a sedan, lower than an SUV — Soul sits in that perfect place where getting in and out easy for all. Plus, you’ll be able to comfortably shift cargo in and out at hip level. When driving, you’ll enjoy sitting up high, while keeping a reassuring low center of gravity.

ADVANCED MADE EASY.
When technology features are hard to use, they become more of a distraction than help. We get it. That’s why Soul’s suite of available driver assistance technology, including Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist with Pedestrian Detection and Smart Cruise Control, is designed to easily operate in the background and only come to life when you need it.

THE ICON THAT DEFIES ALL LABELS.
2022 SOUL

Pulsates to the beat along with you.

Harman Kardon® Audio System — complete with a powerful center speaker, subwoofer, and amplifier — adds rich bass, full concert experience, Soul's available interior mood lighting adds rich bass, full concert experience, Soul's available interior mood lighting and convenient controls are at your fingertips.

Resounding sound. The available Harman Kardon™ Audio System — complete with a powerful center speaker, subwoofer, and amplifier — adds rich bass, full concert experience, Soul's available interior mood lighting and convenient controls are at your fingertips.

Command at your fingertips:
From Soul’s available 10.25” touch screen, you’re in control of everything. This wide and ultra-high-definition center screen is capable of displaying multiple features at the same time so you can quickly select your song, set your destination, and see the local weather without navigating a maze of buttons and menus.

Gratifying to every sense.
Tasteful details. It’s the little things that separate good from great. Available comfort features like the heated steering wheel and front seats, as well as dual-zone automatic climate control, ensure you feel right at home. Add to the available sunroof and wireless smartphone charging, and you’ll find it hard to leave.

Actual colors may vary from printed brochure. See kia.com/soul for interior combinations.

2022 SOUL TURBO
2.0L L4, 240 HP, 317 LB-FT OF TORQUE
7-SPEED DUAL-CLUTCH TRANSAXLE
STEEL SKID PLATE & EXTERIOR BODY KIT
STAINLESS STEEL TIPS FOR EXHAUST
SILVER REAR SKID PLATE
2.0-LITER TURBOCHARGED ENGINE
167 HP & 192 LB-FT OF TORQUE
7-SPEED DUAL-CLUTCH TRANSAXLE
STEEL SKID PLATE & EXTERIOR BODY KIT
STAINLESS STEEL TIPS FOR EXHAUST

Colors

CHERRY BLACK (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
WHITE RE (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
BLUE PEARL (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
MAROON (S)
MAROON MUSKETRY BLACK ROOF (S-US)
MAROON MUSKETRY BLACK ROOF (S-US)
SEPIA BLUE RT LINE, TURBO
STELLAR BLUE (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
CRIMSON ORANGE (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
UNDERCONE (WHITE, EX, TURBO)
SPACE BLUE (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
SEPIA BLUE RT LINE, TURBO
STELLAR BLUE (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
CRIMSON ORANGE (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)
UNDERCONE (WHITE, EX, TURBO)
SPACE BLUE (S, SXL, EX, GT-LINE, TURBO)

Actual colors may vary if printed brochure. See kia.com/soul for interior combinations.

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2022 SOUL TURBO</th>
<th>2.0L L4, 240 HP, 317 LB-FT OF TORQUE</th>
<th>7-SPEED DUAL-CLUTCH TRANSAXLE</th>
<th>STEEL SKID PLATE &amp; EXTERIOR BODY KIT</th>
<th>STAINLESS STEEL TIPS FOR EXHAUST</th>
<th>SILVER REAR SKID PLATE</th>
<th>2.0-LITER TURBOCHARGED ENGINE</th>
<th>167 HP &amp; 192 LB-FT OF TORQUE</th>
<th>7-SPEED DUAL-CLUTCH TRANSAXLE</th>
<th>STEEL SKID PLATE &amp; EXTERIOR BODY KIT</th>
<th>STAINLESS STEEL TIPS FOR EXHAUST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110R03766021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2020 Niro
HYBRID & PLUG-IN HYBRID

EFFICIENCY & VERSATILITY
IN ONE STYLISH PACKAGE.

THE Niro HYBRID.
Using a combination of a gasoline engine and electric motor, the self-charging Niro Hybrid is able to get up to an EPA-estimated 50 mpg combined.30 That’s some serious traveling power.

THE Niro PLUG-IN HYBRID.
This model bridges the gap between a hybrid and full electric vehicle. The Niro Plug-in Hybrid still uses a gas and electric powertrain system, but it also has the ability to be charged externally. The result is a crossover that can give you an EPA-estimated all-electric range of up to 26 miles, plus an EPA-estimated 105 MPGe combined.30

A CROSSOVER SENSATION.
No matter which Niro model suits you best, you’ll still get the stylish crossover look you’re after. Complete with available machined-finish alloy wheels and LED headlights, you’ll garner as much attention from the design as you do from passing fuel pump after fuel pump.
FURTHER YOUR DRIVING EXPERIENCE.

SET THE TONE.

Configure your Niro how you want. Get comfortable in the available 10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with lumbar support. Switch on the available color-changing mood lighting to illuminate your drive. And see the 10.25” configurable touch screen to select which song rings through the available Harman Kardon ® Premium Surround Sound audio system. 

SURPRISINGLY SPACIOUS.

Niro’s crossover design brings practicality to the forefront. Niro’s crossover design brings practicality to the forefront. With up to 54.5 cu. ft. of cargo space, you’ll have access to up to 54.5 cu. ft. of cargo space. And with the rear seats folded down, you’ll have access to up to 54.5 cu. ft. of cargo space. The 60/40 split-folding rear seats allow you to quickly configure the cabin to your needs. And with the rear seats folded down, you’ll have access to up to 54.5 cu. ft. of cargo space.

GET YOUR BACK.

Niro does a whole lot more than save you gas. It can make you feel more confident behind the wheel. The wide range of available driver assistance features can help you avoid collisions, mind your blind spots, safety back out, and stay in your lane. So even if you’re traveling alone, you know you’ve always got the perfect copilot in Niro.

COLORS

FURTHER YOUR DRIVING EXPERIENCE.

SET THE TONE.

Configure your Niro how you want. Get comfortable in the available 10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with lumbar support. Switch on the available color-changing mood lighting to illuminate your drive. And see the 10.25” configurable touch screen to select which song rings through the available Harman Kardon ® Premium Surround Sound audio system. 

SURPRISINGLY SPACIOUS.

Niro’s crossover design brings practicality to the forefront. Comfortably seat up to five adults with enough room behind the second row for your essentials. The 60/40 split-folding rear seats allow you to quickly configure the cabin to your needs. And with the rear seats folded down, you’ll have access to up to 54.5 cu. ft. of cargo space. The 60/40 split-folding rear seats allow you to quickly configure the cabin to your needs. And with the rear seats folded down, you’ll have access to up to 54.5 cu. ft. of cargo space.

GET YOUR BACK.

Niro does a whole lot more than save you gas. It can make you feel more confident behind the wheel. The wide range of available driver assistance features can help you avoid collisions, mind your blind spots, safety back out, and stay in your lane. So even if you’re traveling alone, you know you’ve always got the perfect copilot in Niro.

COLORS
THE FUTURE IS ALREADY HERE.

GIVE ELECTRIC THE GREEN LIGHT.
The new wave of automotive technology has arrived, and the 2020 Niro EV is your chance to get in. Worried about range? Don’t be. Niro EV delivers an EPA-estimated 239-mile range.32 The average American drives around 35 miles per day.33 We’ll let you do the math.

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR DRIVE.
Niro EV gives you multiple ways to power up your battery. Compatible DC Fast Chargers can return Niro EV to 80% charge in a little under an hour.34 Level 2 (240V) chargers will bring you back to 100% in the same time as a good night’s sleep.34 And, you can plug into a standard wall outlet to re-energize practically anywhere.

WELL-ROUNDED EXPERIENCE.
With Niro EV, you don’t have to sacrifice to go electric. Nearly all of Niro’s great available features come on an EV model. And that includes functional cargo space. It’s everything you want in a compact crossover — electrified.

2020 NIRO ELECTRIC

EX HIGHLIGHTED CONTENT INCLUDES:
- 64-kWh lithium-ion polymer battery
- Electric motor
- 201 horsepower w/291 lb.-ft. of torque
- AC normal charge up to 6.6kW34
- DC fast charge up to 100kW 34
- Drive Mode Select system
- Adjustable regenerative braking system w/steering wheel paddle controls
- Electronic Parking Brake
- 17” alloy wheels
- Hybrid blue bumper accents
- Projector beam headlights w/auto light control
- LED Daytime Running Lights
- Fog lights
- Heated, power-folding exterior mirrors w/LED repeater lamps
- Rear spoiler w/LED center high-mounted stop lamp
- Body-color exterior door handles
- Roof rails
- Dark wheel openings & rocker claddings
- Privacy glass
- Cloth & artificial leather-trimmed seats
- 10-way power driver’s seat w/lumbar support
- Heated front seats5
- 8” touch screen 11
- Rear View Monitor w/Dynamic Parking Guidance 15
- Apple CarPlay ®7 & Android AutoTM8
- UVO link26 w/smartphone integration for remote commands & remote vehicle status
- AM/FM/SiriusXM,®19 6-speaker audio system w/USB input
- Bluetooth ®24 wireless connectivity w/voice recognition
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Steering wheel-mounted audio controls
- Climate control A/C w/auto defogger system
- Driver-only A/C function
- Push Button Start w/Smart Key and remote keyless entry
- Day & night rearview mirror
- Power windows w/front one-touch auto-up/-down
- 60/40 split-folding rear seats
- Rear center armrest w/cupholders
- 7” color Supervision meter cluster
- Front 12V power outlet
- Front USB charger
- Armrest/center console w/storage box & USB charger
- Cargo area luggage net hooks & cargo light
- Tire Mobility Kit
- Luggage board & under-floor storage tray
- Rear vents under front seats
- Passenger’s seatback pocket
- Charging cable (120V)
- Forward Collision Warning15
- Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 15
- Lane Departure Warning 15
- Lane Keeping Assist 15
- Lane Following Assist 15
- Blind-Spot Collision Warning 15
- Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning 15
- Driver Attention Warning 15
- Smart Cruise Control w/Stop & Go 15

EX PREMIUM INCLUDES CONTENT OF EX, PLUS:
- Power tilt/slide sunroof
- LED rear combination tail lights
- Artificial leather-trimmed seats
- Heated5 & ventilated front seats
- 10.25” touch screen 11 w/Navigation 16
- Harman Kardon ®18 Premium audio w/8 speakers, external amplifier & subwoofer
- Mood lighting
- Driver & passenger seatback pockets
- LED interior lighting: overhead console lamp, room lamp, luggage lamp
- Wireless phone charger pad 9
- Cargo screen
- Parking Distance Warning — Reverse15

PACKAGE
Cold Weather Package: Battery heater, heat pump, heated steering wheel 5

COLORS
- SNOW WHITE PEARL (ALL TRIMS)
- BLACK (ALL TRIMS)
- ORBIT STRIKER BLUE (ALL TRIMS)
- GRAVITY GRAY (ALL TRIMS)
- AURORA BLACK PEARL (ALL TRIMS)

Actual colors may vary from printed brochure. See kia.com/niro-ev for interior combinations.
FOR THOSE WHO
PUSH THE BOUNDARIES.

A STYLE ALL ITS OWN.
The 2022 Carnival Multipurpose Vehicle delivers SAV design cues, extensive cargo room, and spacious seating for up to eight adults. Available stylings like 19” black wheels, a matte chrome-coated grille, and satin chrome C-pillar and tailgate garnish give it a look unlike anything else. If you’re after versatile capability and cutting-edge design, then there’s no better choice than a Carnival MPV.

IT’S GOT WHAT IT TAKES.
When the job’s got to get done — turn to the Carnival MPV. Whether you’re hauling passengers or cargo, the 3.5L V6 engine is up to the task. It’s capable of producing 290 horsepower and 262 lb.-ft. of torque. What does that get you? Enough to tow up to 3,500 lbs.1 That should be enough for your suitcases, and then some.

SAFETY FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD.
There’s nothing more important. The Carnival MPV offers a range of advanced features to help you traverse. Navigating tight spaces? Available Surround View Monitor is there.1 Changing lanes? Blind-Spot View Monitor is available to lend a hand?1 Busy streets? Standard Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist can help you brake?1 If the unforeseen occurs, rest assured. The Carnival MPV has an advanced airbag system that includes side curtain airbags for all three rows.

FOR THOSE WHO
PUSH THE BOUNDARIES.
IT’S WHAT’S ON THE INSIDE THAT COUNTS.

EVERYONE IS TAKEN CARE OF.

Keep your passengers comfortable and entertained. Available leather-trimmed seats give everyone premium feel. The first two rows will enjoy the Carnival MPV’s 8.0-inch touch screen11 with Apple CarPlay®7 and Android Auto.TM8 technology allowing you to control an array of features without taking your eyes off the road. The second row also offers a multi-function free mode seat, SynTex seating material, 12-way power passenger seat, and 8-way power driver seat. The available Rear Seat Entertainment System will make everyone in the back happy.

ALL-ACCESS BACK-ROW PASSES.

The Carnival MPV makes getting in and loading up easier. Smart Doors and the Power Rear Liftgate can automatically open each door as you approach, and can be opened all at once with the touch of a button. The Power Rear Liftgate can automatically open each door as you approach, and can be opened all at once with the touch of a button. The Power Door Locks w/Two-Turn Entry System make getting out easier, and the Power Sunglass Holder makes the world a brighter place.

THE FINER POINTS.

The Carnival MPV is packed with the details that make all the difference. Available Passenger View and Passenger Talk allow you to see and easily hear the people in the back seats. The standard voice recognition Technology allows you to control a array of features without taking your hands off the wheel. And you can transfer your smartphone to the 12.2” Touch Screen with Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto.9

COLORS

- SNOW WHITE PEARL (ALL TRIMS)
- NEW CRIMSON BLUE (EX, EXCEPT LX)
- CERAMIC SILVER (EX, EXL, SX PRESTIGE PACKAGE)
- DEEP CRYSTAL BLUE (EX, EXL, SX PRESTIGE PACKAGE)
- MASTER BLACK (ALL TRIMS)
- FLAME RED (ALL TRIMS, EXCEPT LX)
- ASTRA BLUE (EX, EXL, SX PRESTIGE PACKAGE)
- FROST WHITE (EX, EXL)
- PEARL WHITE (EX, EXL)
- SILVER (EX, EXL)
- FLAME RED (EX, EXL)
- ASTRA BLUE (EX, EXL)

Actual colors may vary if pre-ordered brochure. See kia.com/carnival for interior combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2022 CARNIVAL MPV</th>
<th>EX PRESTIGE PACKAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, 24, 26, 35</td>
<td>See inside back cover for endnotes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Advanced vehicle tech is not a fad—it’s a must-have. That’s why we developed the Kia Drive Wise suite of driver assistance features. Think of them as extensions of your senses, helping you better monitor and react to your surroundings.

**Bring focus to your blind spot.**

We’ve all been there. That sudden concern when you can’t see what’s beside you. The Blind-Spot Collision Warning system will help make that feeling a thing of the past! Using radar sensors, you can be alerted when an approaching vehicle is detected, so you’ll feel more aware and in control.

*Standard On: Telluride, Sorento Hybrid, Niro Electric, Carnival MPV
Available On: Sorento, Seltos, Sportage, Soul, Niro

**React to what’s ahead.**

You never know when something unexpected may cross your path. With Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist, you’ll be ready. This feature is designed to help detect a potential collision and automatically apply the brakes in a variety of circumstances.

*Standard On: Telluride, Sorento, Sorento Hybrid, Seltos, Sportage, Soul, Niro Plug-in Hybrid, Niro Electric, Carnival MPV
Available On: Soul and Niro

**Straight as an arrow.**

Ensure you stay in your lane with Lane Keep Assist. This feature can follow lane markings using a front-view camera on the windshield and even help keep your Kia in a good position.

*Standard On: Telluride, Sorento, Sorento Hybrid, Seltos, Sportage, Carnival MPV
Available On: Soul and Niro

**360-degree awareness.**

Looking for the bigger picture? Look no further than the Surround View Monitor. This amazing feature allows you to view your surroundings in 360 degrees. Plus, with the available Rear Cross-Traffic Alert, you won’t be surprised by a car suddenly passing behind you as you back out.

*Surround View Monitor Available On: Telluride, Sorento, Carnival MPV
Raw Cross-Traffic Alert Standard On: Telluride, Sorento Hybrid, Niro Electric, Carnival MPV
Raw Cross-Traffic Alert Available On: Telluride, Sorento, Seltos, Sportage, Soul, Niro

KIA DRIVE WISE FEATURES ARE ALWAYS WITH YOU—AND ON HIGH ALERT.
Always stay connected to your Kia. With available UVO link through the Kia Access app, you can control convenient features from anywhere. And if the unforeseen occurs, you’ll have quick access to roadside and emergency assistance. Because life happens, in a Kia SUV you’ll be ready for it.

REMOTE FEATURES.
Be in control of your vehicle — even when you’re away. Toggle the locks, start the engine, and pinpoint your vehicle’s location from anywhere you and your Kia have a signal. 

You can also use available Remote Climate Control to set your vehicle’s temperature from your phone.

Remote Start, Remote Lock & Unlock, and Find My Car Available On: Sorento, Seltos, Sportage, Soul, Niro Hybrid, Carnival MPV
Remote Climate Standard On: Telluride, Sorento-Hybrid, Niro Plug-in Hybrid, Niro Electric
Remote Climate Available On: Telluride, Sorento, Sorento-Hybrid, Sportage, Soul, Niro Hybrid, Carnival MPV

VOICE TECHNOLOGY.
Using UVO Voice Assist, you can change your music, make calls, and search points of interest while keeping your hands on the wheel. Smart Speaker Integration allows you to use Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant devices to remotely control certain features.

UVO Voice Assist Standard On: Telluride, Sorento-Hybrid, Niro Plug-in Hybrid, Niro Electric
UVO Voice Assist Available On: Sorento, Seltos, Sportage, Soul, Niro Hybrid, Carnival MPV
Smart Speaker Integration Standard On: Telluride, Sorento-Hybrid, Niro Plug-in Hybrid, Niro Electric
Smart Speaker Integration Available On: Sorento, Seltos, Sportage, Soul, Carnival MPV

CONNECTED ROUTING.
Not sure of the best way to take? Your Kia can help. Dynamic route calculation continually optimizes your navigation, and alert you of reported traffic, jams and accidents.

Available On: Sorento, Telluride, Seltos, Sportage, Soul, Niro Hybrid, Niro Plug-in Hybrid, Niro Electric, Carnival MPV
There's a reason Kia drivers have ranked us the #1 Long-Term Dependability among Mass Market Brands according to J.D. Power. It's because we're dedicated to building quality vehicles that are made to stay with you. And we stand by our work by giving you an unrivaled warranty.

**CLASSICS ARE MADE TO LAST.**

Our industry-leading warranty includes:

- **10-Year/100,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty**37
- **5-Year/60,000-Mile Limited Basic Warranty**37
- **5-Year/100,000-Mile Limited Anti-Perforation Warranty**37
- **5-Year/60,000-Mile 24-Hour Roadside Assistance**38

1, 2, 3, 7, 8 See inside back cover for endnotes.